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Abstract. Globalanalysesof monthlyseasurfacetemperature(SST) anomalies
from 1856 to 1991 are producedusingthree statisticallybasedmethods:optimal

smoothing(OS), the Kalrnanfilter (KF) and optimalinterpolation(OI). Eachof
theseis accompaniedby estimatesof the error covarianceof the analyzedfields. The
spatial covariancefunction these methodsrequire is estimated from the available
data; the time-marchingmodelis a first-orderautoregressive
model again estimated
from data. The data input for the analysesare monthly anomalies from the
United Kingdom MeteorologicalOfficehistoricalsea surfacetemperaturedata set

(MOHSST5) [Parkeret al., 1994]of the GlobalOceanSurfaceTemperatureAtlas
(COSTA) [Bottoraleyet al., 1990].
These analysesare comparedwith eachother, with COSTA, and with an analy-

sisgeneratedby projection(P) ontoa set of empiricalorthogonal
functions(as in
Smith et al. [1996]). In theory,the qualityof the analysesshouldrank in the order
OS, KF, OI, P, and COSTA. It is found that the first four give comparableresults
in the data-richperiods(1951-1991),but at times whendata is sparsethe first
three differ significantlyfrom P and COSTA. At these times the latter two often
have extreme and fluctuating values, prima facie evidenceof error. The statistical

schemes
are alsoverifiedagainstdata not usedin any of the analyses(proxy records
derivedfrom coralsand air temperaturerecordsfrom coastaland islandstations).
We also present evidencethat the analysiserror estimatesare indeed indicative of
the quality of the products. At most times the OS and KF products are closeto the
OI product, but at times of especiallypoor coveragetheir use of information from
other times is advantageous.
The methodsappear to reconstructthe major features of the global SST field
from very sparsedata. Comparison with other indicationsof the E1 Nifio - Southern
Oscillation cycle show that the analysesprovide usableinformation on interannual
variability as far back as the 1860s.
1.

Introduction

our standarddata sets [Parker ½tal., 1995],and proxy
and geochemical
The recent surge of interest in decadal to centennial techniquessuch as dendrochronology

climate variability is prompted by the need to distinguish betweennatural and anthropogenicchangesin the
past century and by immediate interest in decadal cycles that impact societies,suchas the Sahel drought or
the U.S. dust bowl. In our data-driven sciencethe study
of longer periods quickly runs into the limitations imposed by data availability. For most climate variables,
adequateglobal coverageis rarely availablebefore 1950,
providingonly a few realizationsof decadalvariability,
too few to permit any firm conclusions.Thus we must
find ways to extend these data sets into the past. Some
extant historical data has not yet been incorporatedinto

analysesof coralsand ice coresprovide a limited amount
of "new" observationsof the past; otherwise,there is no
alternative but to extract as much informationas possible from the scanty instrumental record available to
US.

Seasurfacetemperature(SST) is oneof the moreimportant climate variables in the observational database.

Paper number 97JC01736.

The record we have is derived almost entirely from observationstaken on volunteerobservingshipsand thus
is concentratedin shippinglanes. Coverageis especially
poor before 1880 and during the two World Wars of the
twentieth century. In this paper we presentglobalanalyses of SST from 1856 to 1991. Our analysis methods
are specificallydesignedto recoverlarge-scalefeatures
from sparsedata. These, we presume,are the more climatically important ones. The methodssacrificedetail
which could be captured at times of greater data cover-
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Kaplanet al. [1997](hereafterreferredto asK97) re- struct the best estimate of a gridded field T• for all
ported on a number of procedures that were used to
produce analyses of Atlantic sea surface temperature

times n = 1,..., N. We construct a linear estimate by
solvinga least squaresminimization problem. In this we
(SST) fieldsfrom 1856-1991.The focus.ofthat paper follow Gaussand most of our colleaguesin meteorology
was methodology(the development,
justification,and and oceanography,whether they employ optimal interverificationof analysisanderrorestimationtechniques). polation, Kalman filters or smoothers,adjoint methods,
For that reason, attention was restricted to the relatively four-dimensional
variationalassimilation,etc. [cf. Ghil
data-rich Atlantic north of approximately 30øS. In this and Malanotte-Rizzoli,1991].
paper we extendthe analysisto the globalSST field over
The four methodswe considermay be viewed as least
the same period. Of previously reported work, our pro- squares estimation proceduresthat minimize different
cedures are most similar

to the schemes of Smith

e! al.

versions of the cost function

[1996]and Shriverand O'Brien [1995],with differences
that becomeimportant only at timesof sparsecoverage.
Our methods

differ from successive correction

methods

(1)

[e.g.,Pan and Oort, 1990]and from the NationalCenters for Environmental Prediction optimal interpolation

(NCEP OI) analysisof Reynoldsand Smith [1994]in
utilizing nonlocal covarianceinformation.
Section 2 summarizes our methodology,while section 3 has a brief

account

of the data source.

A de-

The unknowns c• , n - 1,..., N here are the vectors
tailed descriptionof methodsand data are givenby K97.
of amplitudes
(c•, ...,c•) at timen of a setof spatial
The examples of sections 4-7 are offered in hopes of basis functions el, 1- 1,..., L such that
building the reader's confidencein the productsthese
L
methods produce, as well as a sense of their limitations. The schemesgeneratetheoreticalerror estimates
,_
I--1
as an important part of the product, but it is necessary to establish that they are truly indicative of the (thematrixE comprises
el, 1= 1,..., L asitscolumns).
uncertaintyof the analysis. (Formulasfor the theo- We will take E to be definedby a set of griddedempir-

retical error estimatesare given by K97.) Most often ical orthogonalfunctions(EOFs) and expectL << M.
we verify againstthe NCEP OI product[Reynoldsand 7t,• - H•E maps c• into the observations at time n
Smith, 1994], which makesuse of remotesensingdata (H• doesthis in the physicalspace),
and the TropicalAtmosphere/Ocean
array of the Tropical OceanGlobalAtmosphere
program(TOGA TAO)
(3)
o

and other mooringsin addition to merchantship obser-- 7tno•n+C•o
n,
7-/.c•.-4-(H.•.r + •.o) def
vations. This product is available only for the satellite
era. Though we take this analysisas a standardof comvo includes not only the traditional observawheree•
parison, we are mindful of the fact that it is not free of
o but also the influence of
tional and samplingerror e•,
error, especiallyduring periodswhenthe satelliteobserr i.e. , those not included in the L
truncated modes e•,

vationsare contaminated
by volcanicemissions
(not to

take anything away from the NCEP OI bias correction
of satellite

data

which

makes

use of in situ measure-

ments). Section4 presentssomecomparisons
of different methods and products. Section 5 reports globalscale experiments with data withheld, while section 6

modescomprisingE (the equationdefiningnew variablesis marked "def" aboveits equalsign). This "efvo is assumed unbiased and
fectiveobservational
error"en

whitein timewithexpected
covariance
7• - (•o••o•T) _
R• + H• (e•e• •")H•. Observational
andsampling
error
covariance R• is estimated on the basis of intrabox data

compareswith independentdata at points (corals,isvariability and the numberof measurements
per gridrT
T
lands, and coastalstations). Section7 presentssome
box, while Hn(e•e• )H• is computedfrom the trunstandardindicesbasedon SST suchas NINO3 (mean cated EOF modes. The A•, n = 1,..., N- 1 are linear
SST for the eastern equatorial Pacific 5øS-5øN, 150ø-

90øW). Section8 discusses
the reasonsfor believingour
product to be superior to the presently available ones,
togetherwith our understandingof its shortcomings.

modelsrelating successivetimes,
In

c•+• - A•c•.-4- e•,

(4)

wherethemodelerror (systemnoise)e•mis unbiasedand
2.

white with expected covariance Q,•. In this work we

Methods
o

We haveobservations
T•ø(x•) at timesn - 1,..., N
availableat certain subsets(with elementsXøn)of a
set of M space grid points x since not all M grid
points are observed at each time. We wish to con-

followK97 by findingA• = A (and the corresponding
Q) asa first-orderautoregressive
(AR(1)) modelfitting
data in EOF space. Our four methods result from dif-

feringversionsof (1); in all casesmore detail may be
found in work by K97.
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2.1.

Optimal smoother (OS). Solving(1) as is

results in the OS solution; our solution procedure is
the fixed interval OS algorithm of Rauch-Tung-Striebel

[Rauchet al., 1965]. The OS solutionis the best estimate of T• because it utilizes all available information

(observationsat all spacepoints and all times and all
theestimatederrorinformation,aswellasthemodel
This solution minimizes the misfit between the analy-

sis and observations
subjectto the constraint(4), the
model equation. Thus it is a four-dimensionalvariational method with the model imposed as a weak con-

straint [Sasaki,1970]. In this it differsfrom the usual
adjoint method, in which the model is imposed as a
strong constraint, effectivelytreating it as if it were error free [cf. Ghil and Malanotte-Rizzoli,1991; Miller

and Cane,1996].
2.2. Kalman filter (KF). In the KF the analysisat
time It' _<N is based only on the data at times n <_It';
no information is used from times after K. It is equiva-

lent to solving(1) for eachIt' with the N in (1) replaced
by K. It thus usesdata at all times only at the final time
K - N and so is formally suboptimalat all other times.
As with the OS procedure, the analysisis best fit to the

data subjectto the time-dependent
relation(4).
2.3. Optimal interpolation (OI). In this procedure, there is no connectionbetween successivetimes;

•4,• - 0 for all n, so Q,• - C. Here ½ - ETCE
is the time-independent spatial covariance of c• and

C - (TT T) is thecovariance
ofthesignalin thephysical space.Hence(1) reducesto

(5)
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P schemewill producean analysis,but one likely to be
strongly influencedby observationalerrors.
In principle the quality of the analysis improves as
one movesup the list from P to OS; formal error estimatesare givenby K97. However,the OI methodadds
the need for the covariance estimates C, while the OS
and KF require Q and •4. Each step up relies on more
information and will only improve the analysis if this
information is closeenoughto being correct.
The most important information is the stationaryspatial covariance of the field, C. It is the source of the
EOFs and the key ingredient in all the recipesfor filling
data voids. Our algorithm for estimatingC is arguably
the most original feature of our analysisprocedure. A
complete account of it appears in section 3.2 of K97; a
heuristic descriptionwill be given here.
We begin by calculatingCraw, the covarianceof the
observationaldata in the relatively data-rich period
1951-1991. Becauseof data gaps and observationalerror, Craw will not be a true covariance,even of the sample. We therefore smooth Craw in each spatial direction. As explained in K97, this is done as if the filter
had been applied to the spatial field at each time and
would be an exactly equivalentoperationif the data had
no gaps. The result, Cf, preservesthe large-scalerelations in the original covariance,whichwe presumeto be
correctly estimated by the data sample,while eliminating the small-scalevariations, which we presumeto be
dominatedby observationalerror. The smoothingalso
removessomeof the varianceof the original data. This
is undesirablesince we believe that the original observational sample is a good estimateof the true variance
once the error variance is removed. That is, we estimate true varianceas V : diag[Craw- R], where R

is the estimatedobservational
error (discussed
below).
for n = 1,... N. The OI analysis at ti.me n uses no This formula for V assumes that the errors are not corinformation from other times but doesmake optimal use related with the signal. We now rectify the unfortunate
of all the observational

data available

at time n. It fills

holes by using the covariancerelationsto other points
and weightsobservationsaccordingto the error estimate
7g•. Even when an observationis available at a point x
the analysis takes note of its estimated error and seeks
to improveon it by using data at covaryingpoints.
2.4. Projection method (P). Only the first sumin

effect of the smoothingby inflating the variancein Cf
back up to the values in V; see K97 for a precise account. The resultingcovariancematrix Cv hasthe same
correlation structure as the smoothed matrix Cf but a

better estimate of the variance;from it we calculatethe
EOFs that are to be used as a basis set. There is one

final step, taken to correct for the fact that smoothing

(5) is retained,sothereis no furtherconstraintin time the covarianceartificiallyreddensthe variance(eigenvalue)spectrumof the EOFs. A percentage
/3 of each

or spaceas in sections2.1-2.3. One finds the amplitudes
of the basis functions that give the best projection on
the data. This is essentially the procedure of $hriver

eigenvalueis taken away; then the varianceremovedin
this way is added back uniformly to each eigenvalue,
and O'Brien [1995]and Smithe! al. [1996].Data voids whiteningthe spectrumsomewhat.The percentage/3is
are filled with the covarianceinformation carried by the tuned as describedby K97, the generalidea being that
EOFs that comprise the basis set. With ample data the in the OI analysisthe varianceof the first EOF, the most
error 7Z will be much smaller than ½, the covarianceof robust structure, will come closeto the estimated first
the variable itself, so the OI solution will be controlled eigenvalue.
In the absenceof a physical model connectingSSTs
by thefirsttermof (5). In thiscasetheP analysiswill be
closeto the OI analysis. If there are fewer than L data at successive times we also estimate the •4• from the
points, then the EOF amplitudes will be undetermined data; they are multivariateAR(1) models.In principle
and the P method

will fail.

With

somewhat

more data

these amplitudes will be formally determined, and the

they could be full matricesthat vary monthly,but the
tests described by K97 led to the conclusionthat the
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best we could do with

the limited

data available

is to

take A• to be independentof time and diagonalin form;
A• = A = diag[a•,-.-,aœ], where
N-1

_

N-1

O•n+lO•n
/ • o•,•o•.
I 1
n=l

(6)

4. Comparisons of Methods and
Products

4.1. Comparison of different methods. We com-

pareamongthefour analysisproducts(OS, KF, OI, and
P) and the GOSTA product. In principlethey should

n=l

generallyrank in the order OS, KF, OI, P, and GOSTA.
Here c• are componentsof the solutionobtainedfrom With very sparsedata coverage,however,the projection
the OI analysis(which doesnot use the model A) . product P can exaggerateerrors and be worsethan the
Values al are lag-onecorrelationsfor EOF amplitudes; input data GOSTA becausethe EOF amplitudesare
they are almost monotonedecreasingfrom a• - 0.97 to ill determined. In view of the limited skill of the timemodelA we may anticipatethat the OS and
as0= 0.23. A can be characterizedas a dampedpersis- dependence
tence model in the EOF spacebecauseevery month it KF productswill not improvemuchon the OI exceptat
predicts EOF amplitudesof the previousmonth scaled times when data is extremely scarce.
Figure I showsthat overall the OI product is close
downby the factorsa•. It followsimmediately
from (4)
to the OS, and the KF is closerstill, while the prothatQ• = Q = C - ACA•', independent
of time.
1

3.
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As a benchmarkfor our analysesin the period 19821991 we use the NCEP OI analysis of Reynolds and
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Figure 1. Comparisonof otheranalysisproductswith

theoptimalsmoother
(OS) analysis.(a) Projection
(P),
(b) optimalinterpolation(OI), and (c) Kalmanfilter
(KF). Eachpanelshows
theroot-mean-square
(rms)dif-

ference(øC) with the OS analysisaveragedoverthe entire analysisperiod, 1856-1991.
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dropsto 0.34øC(0.12øC,0.08øC)for 1901-1950and is
only 0.04øC(0.03øC,0.02øC)for 1951-1991.Note that
P is occasionally
furtherfrom OS than GOSTA is (Figure 2). This occurswhentherearetoofew datato givea

2

1.5

I,

01860

'"" ............. "'•" '""'•;',
",•';,""•'-•--.
I 0

1900

1920

1940

1960

--

1980

Time

Figure 2. Time seriesof global rms differenceswith

robustprojectionamplitudefor the EOFs, leavingthem
inordinatelysensitiveto observationalerrors.
Hereafterwe will generallyshowonly the OS analysis.
That OS is superiorin fact as well as theorywaschecked
in the experimentswith withheld data describedbelow;
the comparisonis with the NCEP OI analysis.The globally averagedrms differencesamongthe three "optimal"
schemesare rarely more than a few hundredthsof 1øC,
whereas P can differ by as much as 1øC in years like
1918 or 1941, when observationsare especiallyscarce.
The detailed comparisonamong theseschemesand its
theoretical interpretation is presented in greater detail
by:K97.

4.2. Sensitivity to the number L of EOFs retheOS analysis.P (solidcurve),OI (dashedcurve),KF
(dashed-dotted
curve),and G, the Global OceanSur- tained. For simplicity we discussonly the OS proceface TemperatureAtlas (GOSTA) compilation(dotted dure; results for the OI and KF are similar. The discurve). The GOSTA is averagedonly over the points cussion
by K97 andthat by Smith½tal. [1996]provide
where there is data.

somejustification for choosingL =80 EOFs, which retains 75% of the total estimated variance. But since this

jection P is quite different, especially in the Pacific,
which is not as well sampled as the Atlantic or Indian
Ocean. Figure 2 showsthat the differencesare large at
the times when data is sparse, especially prior to 1880
and during the World Wars; the 1918 influenza pandemic is evident. Differences are virtually nonexistent
in the well-sampledperiod after 1960. The root-mean-

square(rms) difference
betweenOS and P (OI, KF)
is 1.14øC(0.21øC,0.13øC)for the period1856-1900;
it

choicemust remain somewhat arbitrary, we explore the
consequencesof different values of L. Figure 3 maps
the rms difference over the period 1856-1991 between
the L =80

solution

and several other choices.

difference

from the L =80

solution.

In contrast
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Little

is gained over this period by increasingthe number of
EOFs; reducingthe numberappreciablyhas a noticeable
effect. Figure 4 showsthe time seriesof the global rms

0"

Figure 3. Differingnumbersof empiricalorthogonalfunctions(EOFs). Temporallyaveraged
(1856-1991)rmsdifference
(øC) betweenthe L :80 EOF (75%of thevariance)OS productand
the OS productswith (a) L -15 (44%), (b) L =40 (62%), (c) L =60 (70%), and (d) L -120
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Figure 4. Differing numbersof EOFs. Global rms differencebetweenthe L =80 EOF OS

r•oau•t •na t• OS r•oau•tswit• (•) •-lS (solia•u•v•), (b) • =40 (a•s•a •u•v•), (•) • =co
(d•shed-dottedcurve),•nd (d) L-120 (dottedcurve).
little relation to the averagedifferences,although there
is sometendency for the differencesto vary more in periods of poor data coverage. As in the maps of Figure
3, L =60 or L =120 are not very different from L =80.
Figure 5 showsthe rms differenceswith the NCEP OI

when data is relatively plentiful. The difference map
for L =120 resembles the pattern of estimated obser-

vationalerror (not shown)and the patternof difference
betweenNCEP OI and GOSTA (not shown),suggesting

that this analysisis "drawing" too closeto the data.
Hereafter we use L =80 for our work on the grounds
clearly inadequate. There is little to distinguish be- that little if anything is lost, and it is computationally
tween60, 80, and 120,evenin thisperiod(1982-1991) more convenient. It captures75% of the global SST

for L =40, 60, 80, and 120; L =15 (not shown)is
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variance, so obviouslywe are not even trying to retrieve
much of the small-scalestructure in the global SST field.
The sparse data coverageof all but the recent three or
four decadesdoes not allow it. We do expect to recover
the structureof the larger scale,lowerfrequencyfeatures
of the global SST more likely to impact or reflect coherent climate variability. The more sophisticatedmethods
hold the promiseof doingso even in the face of substantial data gaps.
4.3.
Comparison with other products.
The
global averageof the differencesbetweenthe OS with

80 EOFs and NCEP OI (Figure 5c) is 0.3øC.Figure6

the NCEP

OI is about

18,573

the same as the difference

of the

latter with the Smith et al. [1996]analysis,despitethe
fact that our procedures are independent of the NCEP

OI while Smith ei al. [1996]usethe NCEP OI product
as the sample for the covariance structure at the heart
of their technique. However, the mean rms difference

betweenOS and GOSTA (Figure6a) is 0.41øC,so our
OS analysis is closer to the NCEP OI than it is to the
GOSTA data that provides its raw material.
We concludethat the limits of data coverageand of
"state-of-the-art" analysis techniques leave an uncertainty in present day analyses of the order of 0.3øC.

puts this value in perspectiveby showingrms differences Figure6e is the OS error estimate(for the period1982-

for 1982-1991betweenOS and GOSTA (Figure6a), OS
and Smith et al. [1996](Figure 6b), OS and NCEP OI
(Figure6c), andSmithel al. [1996]andNCEP OI (Figure 6d). The meanrms differences
on Figures6b, 6c,
and 6d are all about0.3øC(moreprecisely0.31ø, 0.32ø,
and 0.29øC).Thus the differencebetweenour OS and

1991)at the scalesof the analysis(i.e., smoothed
to 80
EOFs) and so wouldgivethe data errorin the analysis;
its globalmeanvaluefor this periodis about0.1øC.Figure 6f showsthe estimatederror due to smoothingfor
our OS scheme,i.e., the estimated variance in the truncated modes. The global mean is above0.3øC. All anal-
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Figure 6. The rmsdifferences
(øC)for 1982-1991
between
(a) OS andGOSTA,(b) OS and
Smzth½tal. [1996],(c) OSandNCEPOI, and(d) Smith½tal. [1996]andNCEPOI. (e) The

estimatedOS error for the period 1982-1991at the scaleof the analysis,i.e., smoothedto 80

EOFs. (f) The estimated
OSerrordueto thetruncation;
it is thevariance
in theEOFsbeyond

L =80.
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on Global Fieldsysispkocedures
(ours,Smith et al. [1996],and NCEP 5. Verification
OI) do somesmoothing(implicitlyif not explicitly),but Experiments With Withheld Data
no two smooth in exactly the same way. The different
effectivesmoothingsmay accountfor muchof the differ-

We repeatedan experimentdescribedby K97 (Figences,but it is difficultto makea quantitative
estimate. ures 7 and 8 of K97) by withholdingd/•ta in a large
A priori we expected the OS to be closerto Smith el regionof the well-sampled
NorthAtlantic(seeFigure
al. [1996]than to NCEP OI sincethe smoothings
of 7). Generallythe schemes
are able to fill the holewith
the first two are somewhat similar. We expected differencesbetween OS and NCEP OI to be greater than

thosebetweenSmith el al. [1996]and NCEP OI becauseSmith el al.'s [1996]EOFs are derivedfrom the
NCEP OI fields. In fact, the differencesamongthese
three products turned out to be comparable. It seems

likelythat the differentcovariance
estimates
usedby
each are responsiblefor the major part of the differ-

ences. A deeperunderstanding
of why this is so will

fair accuracy,with the error decreasingas the proceduresbecomemore sophisticatedand computationally
demanding:for the P, OI, KF, and OS schemesthe maximum differencesbetween the analyseswith and without the data are 0.193ø, 0.165ø, 0.162ø, and 0.161øC,
respectively.The greatestsurprisein theseexperiments
is illustrated in Figure 7, which comparesthe NCEP
OI to the global analysesof the present paper and the
Atlantic analysesof K97. With all data included, the
global and Atlantic only results are quite comparable,

require a cooperativeeffort among the groupsproducing theseproductsand is beyondthe scopeof this paper. but whendata is withheld,the globalanalysisdoesa
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Figure 7. The rms differences
(øC) wi•h •he NCEP OI analysisfor •he period1982-1991in •he
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as b• K97 wi•h da•awithheldin •he shadedregion,(c) globalOS analysis,and (d) globalOS
analysis
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region.
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better job of filling the hole. It seemsthat data from
other oceans add useful information, even though the
Atlantic is well observedoutside the withheld region.
We now turn to some withheld data experiments directly relevant to the 136 year global analysis. In these
experimentswe apply the data coveragemask from a
sparselysampled month in the past to a well sampled
month in the recent period; below we refer to each of
these as a "simulated analysis." Such a reconstruction
with few observationsmay be compared to the analysis with the full set of ship observationsas well as to

18,575

added data of the recent period strongly increasesone's
confidencein the full analysis.
Plates 2 to 5 are similar in format to Plate 1; they
pair the years 1877 with 1986, 1918 with 1990, 1941
with 1982, and 1942 with 1988. The OS analysis uses
the correspondingdata masksin each case;for example,

for the 1877/1986pair the data masksfor 1873to 1882
are applied to data for 1982 to 1991. The general con-

clusionssuggested
by the 18•8/1991 caseof Plate 1 are

supported by the following cases:the major features of
the full OS analysisare captured surprisinglywell in the
the NCEP OI product.The first of these(Plate 1) uses data sparsesimulations;confidenceis higher in the full
the sparsedata coverageof December1868 for Decem- analysis(as measuredby the expectederrors),and the
ber 1991. The OS analysisbeginsin January 1982 and differencesbetween the two OS analyses are typically
runs 10 years through December 1991; it uses the cor- smaller than the difference of either with the NCEP OI
respondingdata masksfrom 1859 to 1868. In order to analysis. In all five casesthe OI and KF are quite simaccount for the lesser number of observations

at the ear-

ilar to the OS. While the full projection(P) analyses

lier time, the 1990s data is contaminatedby Gaussian are quite close to the others in this data-rich period,
noise, white in time and space, with variance equal to the simulated P analyses are drastically different, with
the difference between the estimated observational error
large regions in error by several degreesCelsius; the
variancesat the simulatedand actual times (compare global mean rms differencewith the NCEP OI for the
simulated P analysescorrespondingto Plates le-5e are
(7)).
The OS analysis for December 1868, shown in Plate 2.0ø, 1.0ø, 1.2ø, 1.0ø, and 0.6øC, respectively.
We comment further on a few particular features of
lb, indicates this to be an E1 Nifio period. Note from
Plate la that apart from a few observationsnear the thesefigures. In 1877 there was a devastatingfamine in

SouthAmericancoast(whichsupportthe E1 Nifio pat- India (Plate6). It is wellknown[e.g.,Quinn,1992]that
tern for this month), there are no observations
in the there was a very strong E1 Nifio in that year; this is apequatorial Pacific. The analysis procedure has reconstructed the characteristic tropical Pacific E1 Nifio signature largely on the basisof the highly correlatedand
relatively well observedIndian Ocean. The error anal-

parent in Plate 2b, where the warm anomaly reachesa
maximum of 3.6øC. As in 1868, the Indian Ocean is well
sampled, but this time there is somedata in the equato-

rial Pacificcoldtongueregion(near 130øW).The simuthe moderate1986
ysis (Plate lg) indicatesthat the reconstruction
of the lated analysis(Plate 2c) reconstructs
eastern equatorial Pacific is well above the error bars E1 Nifio; differences
with the NCEP OI (Plate 2e) are
and should be believed. However, the patterns in the generallysmall in amplitude and areal extent. The covNorth Pacific are generally weaker than the estimated erage in 1918 is among the very poorest in the record.
error. Other evidence that 1868-1869 was an E1 Nifio -

The 1918 analysis(Plate 3b) indicatesa strongevent
SouthernOscillation(ENSO) warm eventincludesthe [cf. Quinn, 1992] but is rather featurelessaway from
deficitin all-Indiarainfallin 1868(Plate 6) andthe his- the eastern equatorial Pacific, which did havesomedata
torical analysisof Quinn [1992].
(seePlate 3a). It is hard to believethis unusualglobal
Additional corroboration of the 1868 analysis comes pattern, but the simulation(Plate 3c) doesdo quite a

from applying the 1868 data mask to 1991. The result,
shownin Plate lc, may be comparedwith the "full" OS
analysiswith all data shownin Plate l d. In view of the
differencein data coveragesthe similarity between the
two analysesis surprising.Thoughthe two are not iden-

credible job of reconstructingthe interesting warm pat-

ternsof thenon-E1Nifioyearof 1990(comparePlates3d
and 3e). The 1941analysis(Plate 4b) depictsthe well-

known strong event of that poorly coveredwar year. It
suggeststhat the warm anomaly was unusually broad
tical (e.g.,theequatorialwarmanomalyextendsfarther and the western North Pacific was unusually cold. Both
west in the simulated analysis, while the North Pacific OS analysesof the mammoth1982 E1 Nifio (Plates4c
warm spots are strongerin the west and weakerin the and4d) extendthe warm regionfartherto the westthan

east), all the major featuresof the full analysisappear the NCEP OI analysis(Plates4e and 4f).
in the simulated one. This point is reinforced by the

Plate 5 pairs the poorly observed 1942 ENSO cold

co•nparison
of the two to the NCEP OI analysis(Plates event [Kiladis and Diaz, 1989]with the relativelywell
le and lf); the differencesbetweeneachof our analy- observedcold event of 1988. Accordingto the OS analyin strength
sesand the N CEP OI are far larger than the differences sis(Plate5b) the 1942eventwascomparable
dueto data coverage.The largestdifferencesare at high to the recent one. Again, the simulatedOS analysisis
latitudes, especially in the southern hemisphereat the quite closeto the full OS (Plates5c and 5d). The OS
limits of our data coverage. Only a few regionsof the analysesare similar to the NCEP OI with oneimportant
Pacific distinguishbetween our two analyses. A way exception: their versionof the equatorial cold tongueis
in which the two differ strongly is the estimated error

markedly warmer in the grid boxes between 5øN and

(Plateslg and lh). While the analysesare close,the

5øS,105øWand 135øW(Plates5e and5f).
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Plate 1. Analysisfor December
1868andits verification
throughtheexperiment
with 1991data.
SimulatedOS analysisfor December1991usingthe data distributionof 1868versusthe standard

OS analysisfor December1991with all GOSTA data. (a) GOSTAobservations
for December

1868;(b) theOSanalysis
forDecember
1868;(c) simulated
OSanalysis
forDecember
1991using
datadistribution
of 1868(seetextfordetails);(d) OSanalysis
forDecember
1991;(e) simulated
OS minusNCEP OI analysis,December1991;(f) full OS minusNCEP OI analysis,December

1991;(g) estimated
errorin simulated
OSanalysis,
December
1991;and(h) estimated
errorin

full OS analysis,December1991. Units are degreesCelsius.
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NCEP OI is 0.96. These are all quite close,but the OS

This discrepancyis much like that for May 1988 con-

sideredby Smithet al. [1996];seetheir Figures5 and is late with the rapid SST rise in 1982 and late with the
rapid decline in 1988.

7. The covariance structure in our analysis, which is de-

To checkour understandingof the problem, we redo
our analysisreplacingthe ship observationsfrom 19821991 with the NCEP OI analysis in the construction
of the covariancematrix. (We differ from Smith e!
al. [1996]in continuingto usedata from 1951to 1981.
torial coldtongue.The Smith et al. [1996]covariance, Though the NCEP OI is of exceptionallyhigh quality,
being built from the NCEP OI, has been educatedby we regardthe periodafter 1981to be too unusualto use
the TOGA TAO moorings at 125øW and 110øW to as the sole basis for a long-term analysis. It does not
know the strength and narrow meridionalscaleof the providea set of patterns and a distributionof variance
cold tongue. Note that the rms differenceof our anal- representativeof long-termvariability.) The result for

rived entirelyfromshipreports,doesnot haveenough

information in the vicinity of the equator and 125øW to
appreciate that the temperatures there should be related
to those to the east and west not the north and south; it
has insufficientknowledgeof the structure of the equa-

ysesfrom the NCEP OI (Figure 5) has a steadyrise this "new" optimalsmoother(OSn) analysisis shown
in the eastern equatorial Pacific when the number of in Figure 8 as the dashed-dottedcurve. Agreementis
improvedfor the 1982 and 1988 periods. Figure 9 shows
the NCEP OI, Smith et al., original OS, and OSn anal-

EOFs used increases. Thus the analysis believes more
and more details of our estimated covariance structure,
which unfortunately is deficientin this region.

ysesfor May 1988 [cf. Smith et al., 1996, Figure 5].
The OSn analysisproducesa sharpercold tonguethan
10øx10 ø box centered at 0ø, 125øW from NCEP OI,
the original OS, bringingit closerto the N CEP OI. Like
Smithet al. [1996],our OS, and GOSTA. For OS and the Smith et al. [1996]field, it is not as intenseas the
Smith et al. [1996]the correlationfor 1950 to 1991 is NCEP OI.
0.91. The correlation between OS and the NCEP OI
While producing the OSn analysis was very useful
is 0.92, while the correlationbetween Smith et al. and for our interpretation of the actual analysis error in the
Figure 8 showsthe averagedSST anomaly over the

o
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Figure 8. The sea surfacetemperature(SST) anomaly(øC) averagedover the 10øx10ø box
centered
at 0ø, 125øWfromNCEP OI (thicksolidcurve),Smithet al. [1996](dashedcurve),OS
(thin solidcurve),andGOSTA (circles).Alsoshownis the "new"OS (OSn) analysis(dasheddottedcurve)basedon a covariance
that includesthe NCEP OI for the period1982-1991(see
text).
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(a) NCEP OI: May 1988

(b) Smith et al: May 1988
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Figure 9. Analysesof SST (øC) for the cold(La Nifia) monthof May 1988.(a) NCEP OI, (b)
Smith et al. [1996],(c) OS, and (d) OSn.
vicinity of 0ø, 125øW, it posedthe additional problemof
estimating EOFs from an inhomogenoussample. Since
we are yet to addressthis problem adequately, we do not
feel comfortableenoughwith the OSn analysisto use it
instead of the OS as our standard product. This problem of obtaining reliable pattern sets from nonuniform
samples will be addressed in our future work.
The withheld data experiments in Plates i to 5 are
compromised by the fact that data from the verification
period was alsousedin estimatingthe covariancematrix
in the initial stage of the analysis. This difficulty is
not easily overcome;the data from 1982-1991 is needed
in the covarianceestimation to connect the tropics and
midlatitudes.

It is also needed

for verification

because

in the presatellite era, there are no estimatesof global
SST comparable in quality to the NCEP OI fields. So

project onto the 80 EOF patterns used in our analysis;
the difference of the OS solution and the projection of
the NCEP

OI solution on the set of EOFs is 0.11øC. In

good agreementwith this number, our theoreticalestimate of the large-scaleerror in OS is 0.08øC. For the

secondexperiment(1916-1920sampling)the rms error
for available observations is 0.74øC, and there are many
locations where the SST is not observed at all. The rms

deviation of the OS from the NCEP OI is now 0.48øC,
and its deviation from the NCEP OI projected onto 80
EOFs

is 0.31øC.

The last number is consistent with the

theoretical error estimate, 0.28øC. For comparison, a
similar experiment for the GOSTA data from the period 1984-1988, resampled and corrupted to simulate
1916-1920, gave rms differencesof 0.45ø and 0.33øC for

the full- and large-scale
onlyNCEP OI fields.(The the-

it is difficult to make an unequivocal conclusionfrom

oretical error dependsonly on the sampling and so is

verifications

the sameas in the 1990scase.)Overlapwith the period

before 1980.

To test the analysis for a period not used in estimating the covariancestructures, we carried out additional
experiments as follows: the NCEP OI SST fields from
January 1992 to July 1996 were chosen as the "true"
solution. These "true" data were resampled and corrupted by noise accordingto the data availability and
our estimates of observational error for a certain period in the past. Then the results of the analysis were
compared with the NCEP OI solution. In the first ex-

used in the covariance

estimate

made little difference in

the result.

The years 1992-1996 are outside the period used in
constructingthe covarianceestimate and are marked by
strikingly different behavior. Thus these experiments
demonstrate

that

even with

limited

data

the reduced

spaceOS is able to reconstructthe global SST in a period when

the covariance

structure

is different

from the

one used by the analysis procedure.

perimentwe usedthe data maskof 8 yearsearlier (so
that the data of 1994 was resampled accordingto data

6. Verification Against Independent

availability in 1986), and in the secondexperimentit Point Observations
was taken 76 years earlier (so that 1994 was resampled
Figure 10 plots the OS analysis at Tarawa, together
as if it was 1918).
With the 8 year shift, the rms of the simulated observational error is 0.35øC, and the rms difference of the
OS and the NCEP OI analysesis 0.37øC. Most of this
is the portion of the NCEP OI solution which does not

with 3•r error bars; also shown is the GOSTA prod-

uct and the proxyseriesfrom corals[Coleet al., 1993].
The OS is an obvious improvement on GOSTA, which
clearly can have large errors at times when the sampling
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Tarawa atoll (IøN, 172øE)
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Figure 10, Comparisonof ship-derivedproductswith the coral-based
proxyrecordfrom Tarawa
atoll [Coleet al., 1993].The dashedcurveis the proxyrecord,the solidcurveis the OS analysis,
and the dottedcurvesare 3c error bars (99.7% confidence
limits). The circlesare the GOSTA
V&lues.

is sparse.Valuesare oftenvery far from the coralproxy
values;moreover,at someof thesetimes the GOSTA
valuesare outliers(valuesbeyondthe limits of any of
the well-sampledtimes). This alonemakesit unlikely
that they are real, but in addition,it is difficultto imagine a plausiblephysicalscenariothat wouldpermit such
values;what possiblesourcecouldtherebe for suchcold

In Figure 11 we comparethe GOSTA and OS SST
products to air temperature measurementsat nearby
land boxesfrom the compilationof Jones[1994]. The
land measurementsare not SST and may have problems

of their own [e.g.,Parker,1994],sothe correlation
need
not be high everywhereeven if the SST productswere
perfect. All curvesare distributionsof time correlation
coefficientsover the set of points used in the compar-

waters at Tarawa? We did comparisonswith other coral
time seriesas well, but they raised enoughinteresting isons. The dashedcurve is for the GOSTA product, and
issuesabout the interpretation of the proxy recordsto the solid curve is for the OS analysis but. only over the
set of grid points and timeswhereGOSTA data is availwarrant a separate report.
able. The difference between the two shows that the OS

improveson the GOSTA even when observationsare
available. The dashed-dotted curve is for the OS analy-

sis at pointswhere GOSTA data is not available,generally in the nineteenthcentury. It is not surprisingthat

it is not as goodas for pointswherethere are obser-

2.5

vations, and it is encouragingthat it is only marginally
below the GOSTA
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Figure 11. Comparisonof SSTs with adjacentland
values(1856-1991).All curvesare distributions
of correlation coefficientsin time over the set of points used in

the comparisons.The dashedcurve is for the GOSTA
product, and the solid curveis for the OS analysis,but
only over the set of grid pointsand timeswhereGOSTA
data is available. The dashed-dotted

curve is for the OS

7.

SST

values.

Indices

Figure 12 showstime seriesof somestandardSST indices based on the OS analysis. The GOSTA version,

shownfor comparison,is again questionablewhen the
number of observationsis very small. The error bars on
the OS values are generallyquite tight, except for the
period before about 1870 and during the World Wars.
The nineteenthcentury Pacific indiceshavelarge uncertainties.

Evidence as to the quality of these seriesis offered
in Figure 13, whichgivesthe rms differences
of the indicesof Figure12betweenGOSTA andNCEP OI (dots)
and betweenthe OS analysesand the NCEP OI (open
circles)for 1982-1991,togetherwith the estimated2or
error bar.

Also shown is the difference between Smith

et al. [1996]and the NCEP OI (star). In additionto

analysisat points where GOSTA data is not available, the full GOSTA and OS usingall availableship data for
generallyin the nineteenthcentury.
1982-1991,we showthe five simulatedGOSTA and OS
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Figure 12. Time seriesof someSSTindicesderivedfromtheOS product(darkcurve),with 3rr
errorbars(lightcurves);
theGOSTAproductis alsoshown(dots).Theindices
arearea-averaged
SST anomalies:NA, North Atlantic(35ø-60øN,60øW-0ø);NP, North Pacific(30ø-50øN,150øE
-

120øW);NINO3(5øS-5øN,
150ø-90øW);
NINO3.4(5øS-5øN,
170ø-120øW);
GEq,globalequator,
(5øS-5øN);
andGL, global,(30øS-60øN).
analyses of Plates 1-5 in which the data is sampled to
There is no independentdata that allowsa straightformatch the data availability in thosefive poorly observed ward validation of theseseries. However, they were choperiods. The results indicate that even in poorly sam- sen becausethey are thought to have someimportance
pled timesthe variabilityin theseindicesis •apturedin in larger patterns of climate variability, which provides
our OS analysis. Only the 1860scaseis markedly worse somepossibilitiesfor indirect verification. Plate 6 shows
than the full coveragecase. In contrast,the GOSTA val- a histogramof all-India rainfall index [$ontakkeet al.,
ues are typically quite poor in all but the well-sampled 1993],with the bars colorcodedaccordingto NINO3.
modern period.
The well known, strong but imperfect connectionbeThe indicesare averagesover large areas,which serve tweenthe two is obvious:E1Nifio years(warm NINO3)
to reducesamplingerror. With this in mind, it is some- tend to be poor rainfall years. The relationbreaksdown
what disconcerting
that the disagreements
(notablyin- in the 1850s and early 1860s, perhaps becauseof data
cludingSmithet al. [1996]versusNCEP OI) areaslarge problems,but recoversin the still data sparse1870s. In
as they are. Although our error bars almostalwayscross particular, the analysiscapturesthe very strongE1 Nifio
zero, indicatingthat the differencesare within expected event of 1877, which was associatedwith drought and
95% error limits, we believe that these differencesare terrible famine in India.
due less to observational and sampling error than to
TheOSNINO3waschecked
against
theQuinn[1992]
differences in the covariance structures assumed in the
list of E1 Nifio events, which is based on a variety of
different analyses. This issue was discussedin section land-based, historical factors known to be associated
4; Figure 13 showsthat its influenceon area averagesis with E1 Nifio. Our NINO3 identifies 28 of the 37 events
not trivial.

listed by Quinn as occurringafter 1856, and the mag-
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(b) Full OS: Dec 1941

(a) •GOSTAobservations:
Dec 1941
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Plate 4. Same as Plate 1, but for December 1941 verified by December 1982.
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Plate 5. Sameas Plate 1, but for December1942verifiedby December1988.
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Figure 13. Differences
from the NCEP OI valuesof SST indicesderivedfrom OS products

(opencircles),GOSTA(dots),and Smithet al. [1996](star). Fromleft to right are the full
OS and GOSTA products(all datafrom 1982-1991),the Smithet al. [1996]analysis,andfive
simulatedOS analysesof Plates 1-5: data masksof 1859-1868,1873-1882,1910-1919,1941-1950,
and 1936-1945.

The vertical line connected to each OS circle indicates the 2rr error bar.

The

indicesare area-averagedSST anomaliesas in Figure 12.
nitude of the events are in good agreement. All nine
mismatchesare events rated moderate by Quinn, with
five of the nine occurring before 1875; the most recent
is in 1943. The relation is strong but not perfect; since
the two are not different measures of exactly the same
thing, it is hard to say how tight the relation should be

[cf. Smithet al., 1994]. KiladisandDiaz [1989]list both

by a five-yearrunningmeanfilter) track closelythrough
the twentieth century, which is reassuring. While there
is no reasonfor them to be identical, it is difficult to envision a plausible physical scenariothat would let them
be strikingly different for very long. Thus, flaws in the
data are the likely causefor the disparity between them
in the nineteenth century. When this differencehas been
noted in the past, it was often attributed in part to

cold and warm events; again, qualitative agreementis
good.
samplingproblemsin the SST observations
[Houghton
We also compared our OS analysis NINO3 values et al., 1995, and referencestherein]. In the twentieth
with another long-lived ENSO index, sea level pressure century there is no 20 year period where the difference
at Darwin.

For annual

values their

correlation

is 0.89

betweenour analysisand Hansenet al. [1996]data ex-

for the 40 years1951-1990,and for 1911-1950(18881911) it is 0.80 (0.84). Sincethe 95% confidence
limit

ceeds the two standard deviation level of the monthly
errors. For the period from 1880-1899 the difference be-

for 40 years of data falls at 0.80, we concludethat there
is no significantchangeresultingfrom either changesin
data quality or genuine nonstationarity in the climate

tween

system.

1899 and keeps exceeding the two standard deviation
level for 1900-1919. There are some important differ-

Figure 14 showsthe global averageSST, togetherwith

the two data sets is 0.24øC

seven standard

deviations.

The

which

difference

is more than
between

our

analysisand Jones[1994]data are evenlargerfor 1880-

globalland surfacetemperature.The curves(smoothed encesbetweenthetwolanddatasets[Joneset al., 1991],
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Figure 14. Tinheseriesof various
globaltemperature
estimates
(five-year
runningmeans)SST
fromour OS analysis
(thicksolidcurve),GOSTASST (curvewith dots),COADSSST (curve
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curve)andJones[1994]
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contrast
withtheconsistency
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thetwentiethcentury.The corrections
in GOSTAlargelyaccountfor its differences
with COADS.
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but both indicate that the oceans were warmer than the

land before 1900 by an amount unlikely to be due to
samplingerrors.
8.

Discussion
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held data and to independentrecordsfrom coastaland
island stationsand from coral proxies. We also showed
a numberof instanceswhen the GOSTA productsgive
implausiblevaluesevenfor averagesoverlargeareas.
Unrealisticvaluescan also arise in analysesderived

from projectionof the dataontoEOFs (suchasSmithet
Parker et al. [1995,p. 597] state ". . . a de- al. [1996]and$hriverand O'Brien[1995];seeK97 for
sirable goal would be to combinethe optimuminterpolationmethodas currentlypracticed[Reynoldsand
Smith, 1994] with the eigenvectorinterpolationtechnique." The work reported here meetsthis goal. It
mightbe saidto exceedit in that our optimaltechniques
are more sophisticatedthan current practice. We use
eigenvectors
(EOFs) as the basisfunctionsfor statistical estimation procedureswhere spacetime covariance

a discussion of the small differences between their ver-

sionsand ours). This happensonly at timeswhenthe
data is too sparseto determine the full set of EOF am-

plitudes,and they are to someextentset by the vagaries
of the noisein the observations.
When data coverage
is
adequate(whichincludesmostof theperiodoverwhich
thecitedauthorsstudied),theprojectionmethodresults
are comparable to OI.

information is derived from data rather than ad hoc for-

These impacts of sparsedata particularly affect the
climaticallyimportant tropical Pacific, which is poorly
Global analysesof monthly sea surfacetemperature observedat almost all timesprior to about 1955. For
(SST) anomalies
from 1856to 1991areproduced
using example,the trend in NINO3.4 (meanSST for the eastthree statisticallybased methods: optimal smoothing ern Pacificarea 5øS-5øN,170ø-120øW)from 1900 to
(OS), the Kalmanfilter (KF) andoptimalinterpolation 1991 calculatedfrom our OS analysisis' actually negmulations.

(OI). The development
of thesemethodsand their application to the Atlantic were described in some detail

in a previouspaperby Kaplan ½tal. [1997](K97). In
theory all thesemethodsare "optimal"linear estimates,
giving the best estimate using observationalinforma-

tion at the presenttime (OI), or at presentandall past
times(KF), or at all times,past, present,and future
(OS). Eachmethodis accompanied
by estimatesof the

ative (-0.3øC/100years) and is significantlydifferent
at the 95% level from the global warmingin SST of
0.4øC/100 years. This differenceis consistentwith a
previouslyproposedtheory [Clementet al., 1996; Sun
andLiu, 1996;NeelinandDykstra,1995]andhaspotential importancein the globalwarmingdebate[Cane et
al., 1997]. However,the trend derivedfrom the GOSTA
product,whichis 0.3øC/100 yearsand has greaterun-

error covarianceof the analyzed fields. We have taken
pains to verify that these error estimatesdo reflect the
actual analysis errors.
In order to generate an analysis that is better than
the input data all thesemethodsadd structural informa-

certainty due to the higher noise level in the data, is
not significantlydifferent at the 95% level from either
the mean globalwarmingor the OS NINO3.4 cooling.
All thesetrends are calculatedby a least squaresfit. In
view of the high noiselevel in the GOSTA valueswe retion aboutthe fieldsand the observations.
OI requires calculatedthem with the far morerobustSenslopetest
the spatial covariancesof the SST field itself and of the [e.g.,Gilbert,1987]in whichonecomputes
the siope
observationalerrors. The OS and KF proceduresare betweenall pairs of points in the data sampleand esusually built on a time dependentphysical model; here timates the overall trend to be the median value. The
we replaceit with a statisticalmodel which requiresthe OS NINO3.4 trend barelychanged(by 0.02, thoughthe
SST covariancesat a 1 month time lag. The required errorbarstightened),but the GOSTA trendis nowonly
spatial and lag-one covariancefunctions are estimated 0.04øC/100 years, which is significantlydifferentfrom
from the available data; our proceduresare described the mean global warming in this period.
briefly hereand in detail by K97. The limited lengthof
We also calculatedthe trend by samplingthe OSthe time seriesand their serial correlationsguarantees analyzedfieldsaccording
to the GOSTA coverage.
The
that the global covariancematrix estimatedfrom data mediantrendscameout to be-0.08øC/100years,and
cannotbe of full rank. The situationis still worse,since we concludethat the discrepancybetweenthe OS and
muchof the time-spacegrid is observedinaccuratelyor GOSTA valuesareprimarilydueto theincomplete
samnot at all. Our procedureconcedesthis point and aims pling of the latter.
only to capture the covarianceof the major featuresof
Plates 1-5 are striking examplesfrom the nineteenth

theglobalfieldsin a matrixof lowrank (relativeto the centuryand the periodsof the World Wars (and the
dimensionof the full spatialgrid). Presumablythese 1918 influenzapandemic)of the remarkableability of
are the featuresof greatestinterestfor climatestudies.
The methodswouldbe truly "optimal"only if the true
covarianceswereperfectlyknown. Still, sincethe covariancesestimatesare reasonableand likely to be decent
approximationsat least for the major features,onemay
reasonablyexpectsubstantialimprovementoverthe raw
GOSTA data that is our input. We offeredconsiderable
evidenceto this effect, including comparisonsto with-

thesemethodsto reconstructthe major featuresof the
global SST field from very sparsedata. In addition to
verifyingthe analysesby applyingthesedata distributions to a well-sampledmodern period, we offeredsome
indirect evidence,suchas ENSO effects,that thesereconstructions
are probablycorrect.However,the rather
largeerror barsat thosetimessounda properlycautionary note.
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These verifications do not answer all possible criticisms. The test with modern data is not proof against
nonstationarity in the covariancestructure. The methods glean information about structure from the recent

temperature suggeststhat values before 1900 have a

smallpositivebias. This hasbeennotedby others[cf.
Houghtonet al., 1995]and is usuallyattributedto sam-

pling problems. Our error estimatesindicatethat this is
data recordand thenfill gapsby presumingthat missing not likely to be large enough to accountfor the differinformation
bears the same structural
relation to what
encewith land values, leaving measurementbias as the

data there is. If the structures were truly different in the likely explanation. We suspect the SSTs are at fault,
nineteenth century, then it fails and the error estimates but the land-based observations are not' problem free
fail. For example, we justified early valuesof NINO3 by [Parker,1994]. It is alsopossiblethat nonstationarities
their apparentagreementwith all-India rainfall (Plate in the climate system such as changesin atmospheric

6), but in thoseyearsthe schemes
fill the easternPa- circulationare responsible[Houghton½tal., 1995].
cific in good measureon the basis of the relatively well

Finally, we note that even for the relatively well sam-

observedIndian Ocean(namelyPlate 1). This fails if pled 1982-1991 period the differencesamong state-ofthe Pacific-Indian connection was structurally different the-art analysisproducts[Smith ½tal., 1996; Reynolds
in the nineteenth century. Note that the method as- andSmith,1994;this study]are about0.3øCon average.
sumes that

the dominant

structures

were dominant

for

A cooperativeeffort amongall analysisgroupsis needed
all times but not that their amplitudesare unchanging. to understand the reasonsfor such large differences.
This is a modeling assumptionin thesemethods,and we
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